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CARBON: A NEW VIEW OF ITS HIGH-TEMPERATURE BEHAVIOR

The discovery of new carbon forms in 1968 by El Goresy and G. Donnay in the

United States and A. M. Sladkov and Yu. P. Koudrayatsev in Russia opened a field of

research that is revealing heretofore unsuspected aspects of the behavior of ca,'bon at

high temperature (1, 2). Since their discovery, these carbon forms have been studied

by the Russian scientists and at The Aerospace Corporation. Otherwise, they have received

little attention. The Russian work, the laser Raman results of Nakamizo and Kammereck

at The Pennsylvania State University, and the work of Fryer at the University of Glasgow

indicate that these carbon forms contain -C C- units probably as chains (3,4,5). Since

V acetylene is the high-temperature stable organic molecule, it is entirely reasonable to

expect high-temperature carbon forms of this general structure. Also, from a structural

point 6f view, diamond represents the tetrahedral form, graphite the ring form, and Ions-

daleite can be considered a hybrid of these structures. However, before 1968, a polymorph

representing linear carbon was not recognized. Evidently, the new forms fill this gap.

The Russian scientists call these new forms "carbynes"; in this paper, they are called

"linear ' rms."

If the structure of graphite is considered, it is easy to see that this structure can

readily dissociate into -C =_ C- chains. The mechanism for this is illustrated in Fig. 1,

where a portion of a basal plane sheet of atoms from the graphite structure is shown.

At high temperatures, a single bond can break and shift an electron into each of the

dU)d.~I U V 1 UIC aVIUO. 1111Z 1Ju' %j WI OLI 1S' 'S4.

goes to the adjacent "free radical" double bond to form a triple bond and the other goes
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to the next adjacent double bond. If the process is repeated, as showri in the figure,

the entire sheet of atoms separates into -C =C- chains. In so doing, only eiectrons are

shifted to rearrange bonds. Initially, the atoms move only the small distance associated

with the change from double to triple bonds. As the new bonds are formed, the bond

angles change to produce the linear arrangement of atoms required for --C C- bonding.

These chains can be stacked in a hexagonal array, as proposed by the Russian scientists,

to produce the iinear forms. Because the chains can be stacked in a number of ways

relative to the triple bond positions, one would expect a family of linear forms to exist.

This indeed appears to be the case. Our diffraction data indicate eight forms thus far

and that there may be more. The Russian scientists have reported on five forms that

are in very good agreement with our results (6). It may be that the linear forms are

showing what could be called "linear polytypism." Although the linear forms appear

to be very similar crystallographically, they show a wide range of physical properties.

Some forms ate very soft, whereas others are superhard; indeed, harder than cubic 6N.

This indicates that there must be consideraL le cross-bonding between chains in some

cases. However, the wide range in properties requires a wide variation of the degree

of cross-bonding among the various linear forms.

It has been known for several years that the rate of transform-tion of graphite

to linear form (probably chaoite) is very slow compared with the reverse transformation.

Recently, preliminary rate data have been obtained, and the ratio of the rates was found
I

to be about 500/I, which is consistent with the mechanism proposed in Fig. 1. The trans-

formatin from inear f r rphit involven areaction hp~twppn nr tylene-like M01lci -les

which are known to react rapidly and exothermically, whereas the reverse reaction involves

the breaking of single bonds as a first step and would be expected to be a much slower

process.
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Figure 1. Mechanism for Transformation of Graphite

- Basal Plane Sheets of Atoms Into

(-C C-)~ Chains
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Sacause of the number, structural -Omilarity, and unfavorable kinetics for the

f rmation of the linear forms, studies on tr - phase behavior of carbon at high tempera-

it.re are very difficult. However, after eight years of effort, new carbon phase diagrams,

.hich include the linear forms, are evolving (7); the current version is shown in Fig. 2.

Its important features are as follows:

1. Graphite is not stable above 2600 K at any pressure.

2. The solid-liquid-vapor viple point occurs at 3800 K and 2 X 10# Pa.

3. Linear forms are stable between 2600 and 3800 K, and their stability region

extends to the diamond transition line.

Along the solid-vapor boundary, the stability range of a given linear form appears to

be -200 K; thus about six forms are expected to exist over the total range. The remaining V

forms, thereftre, must corstitute the higher pressure forms. In Fig. 2, six linear forms

are shown along the solidus. Although it is easy to show that linear forms exist above

- 2600 K, it is very difficult to identify the equilibi ium species corresponding to the various

stability ranges. Consequently, future analysis may establish that the correct number

is more or less than six. The transition temperatures of the first three forms -re fairly

well established at 2600, 2800, and 3050 K; however, exzet for form No. 1, whiL., ',,,i

been tentatively identified as chaoite, their identity is not know.,. The curve labeled

JANAF gives the vapor pressure graphite would have if it were the stable form above

2600 K. $'adkov and Koudrayatsev showed that the linear forms are stable; therefore,

their vapor pressures must lie below the JAMAF line. Our results indicate that the equili-

brium carbo, -,'rrn that melts to give liquid carbon is probably .8 carbyne (No. 6 in Fig. 2),

and that the liquid is transparent, colorless, and of low emissivity (<0.02). These

~ I
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are the properties that a (-C -- ) liquid would have and the kind of liquid that would

be expected to be In equilibrium with a (-C --C-)m solid.

That carbon shifts to a triple bonded system whenever possible at high temperature

is also evidenced by the C3 emission from the gas. It is well known that the C Swing's bands

can be observed in emission from carbon gas at 2800 to 3000 K. However, at temperatures

5 3500 K, no Swing's bands appear; this observation is supported by Null and Lozier (8) .and by

Howe (9). Mass spectrographic studies up to 3300 K by Milne, Beachey, and Greene (10) have

shown that the C3 concentration in carbon gas is increasing as expected. Therefore, the C3

molecule must be shifting to another configuration that has different energy states. Swing's

bands come from the double-bonded C3 molecule C = C = C (1). As the temperature rises,

it is conceivable that the configuration of the C3 molecule could change to the triple-bonded

resonance structures: C E C - C -C - C -C. This could correspond to a state slightly above

tche C = C = C ground state. Such a shift would account for the disappearance of the

Swing's bands at high temperature, even though the C3 concentration in the gas increases

j ! with temperature. Spectra taken during laser heating studies indicated a weak bandf head at 274.2 nm. This is close to a band head at 272.3 nm for acetylene and could re-

sult from emission from the triple-bonded form of C3 . It is interesting to note that the

even carbon molecules, such as C2 and C4, cannot switch to a resonating triple-bonded

configuration. Therefore, the intensity of the C2 Swan bands should increase with tem-

perature. This is what was observed up to -4500 K. In this respect, it would be interest-

ing to follow C4 and C5 emission intensities as a function of temperature.

- - Further support for a phase diagram as shown in Fig. 2 is given by some practical

applications of carbon in vehicle entry hardware. Frum this diagram, it is possible to pre-

dict the formation and distribution of linear forms in the heated carbon structures. Also,

-6-
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Ito the phase transitions can be used to account for a wide variety of data ranging from the

behavior of strain to failure versus temperature to the unusually large molar volume of

the activated state for the transition of diamond to graphite. These aspects will be dis-

cussed in more detail elsewhere.
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THE IVAN A. GETTING LABORATORIES

The Laboratory Operations of The Aerospace Corporation is conducting

" txperimeritaland theoretical investigations necessary for the evaluation and

' + '' .... -- application of scientific advances to new military concepts and systems. Ver-

+' satility and flexibilityhave been developed to a'high degree by the laboratory

~personnel in dealing with 4he many problems encountered in the nation's rapidly

.{ developing space and missile systems. Expertise in the Waest scientific devel-

Z P: Iopments is vital to the accomplishment of tasks related to these problems. The

- I laboratories that contribute to this research are:

+ Aerophysics Laboratory: Launch and reentry aerodynamics, heat~trans.
refer. reentry physics, chemical kinetics, structural mechanics, flight dynamics,

Y; i Chemistryn hsc Laboratory: Atmospheric -reactions and atmos-
,I " pheric optics, Ehemicalreactions in polluted atmospheres, chemical-reactions

[! :: of excited species in rocket plumes, chemical thermodynamicr,, plasma ind
+ laseriinduced reactions, laser- chemistry, propulsion chemistry, space vacuum

| and r:adiation effects on mate'rials, lubrication and surface phenomena, pho~to-
i 

+  
! sensitive materials and sensors, high precision laser rangig, and the apIll-

i Ication -of physics and chemistry to problems of law enforcement and bionediicine.

', IEiectronlcs IResearch Laboratory: Electromagnetic theory, devices, and
. !ppropag~ation phenom~ena, including plas-ma electromagnetics; quantum electronics,
" .'I as'ers, and electro-optics; communication sciences, applied electronics, senti-

conducting, superconducting, and crystal device phy.sics, optical an d acoustical
i i imaging,; atmriosphertc~pollution; i..illinieter wave and far-infrared technolohsy.

+I Materials Sciences Laboratory: Development of new materials; metal
• matri;Fcomposites and new form~s of carbon; test and evaluation of graphite

i and ceramics in reentry; spacecraft materials and electronic components in
• nuclear weapons environment; application of fracture mechanice-to stress cor-

rosion and fatigue-induced fractures in structural metals.

'+ ' Space Sciences Laboratory: Atm o-oh eric and ionospheric physics, radia-

tion from the atmosphiere, density and .uposition of the atmosphere, aurorae
~and'airglow; magnetopheric physics, cosmic rays, generation and propagation

-+ oftplasmi waves in the magnetosphere; solar physics, studies of solar magfietic
fields; space astronomy, x-ray astronomy; the effects of nuclear explosions,

: '- magnetic storms, and solar activity on the earth's atmosphere, ionospherf, and
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